This preliminary study aimed at informing the beginning of the following series of theses. Francis Bacon is a painter representing not only Britain, but also the history of art in the 20th century. Thus, many books explain about his works, however, his 'abstruse fear' and his position in the history of art style have not been sufficiently explained. This preliminary study argued that the unconsciousness we experience all the time in clinical practices could explain about the painter's unidentified parts to a certain degree. Also, through analysis on the painter, this study examined the possibilities to explain the perspectives of the unconsciousness through the history of art styles. This study briefly discussed how his superego could transform and how it was connected to his life by looking over a few of his artworks. Through such a process, this study concluded that the perspective of the unconsciousness takes a very important position in understanding Bacon's works. This preliminary study informing the beginning of the analysis on many of other painters, and it will identify how the unconsciousness could be expressed in the paintings under the influences of the era. 
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